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 INTRODUCTION

Welcome to this Expansion Pack -- an additi onal set of 8 
educati onal and acti vity workbooks that follow along with your 

Ancient Adventures: 20 Epic Stories of the Bible Children’s book!

In the following workbooks, we will focus on expanding from the original lessons 
that your child previously completed -- the Ancient Adventures: Starter Pack! 

We will start with learning all about the fundamentals of nouns, including 
common versus proper, and then have an introducti on to what verbs are. Then, 
we will dive in a litt le bit deeper with what makes a complete sentence. Up next, 
we have subject versus object nouns and pronouns, and we will wrap everything 
up with a  fun reading comprehension workbook. This last book will recall 
previous informati on learned in all 11 past workbooks.

 Reminder: Each workbook should be completed in order and by week!

By uti lizing and integrati ng the stories and characters from our original book 
Ancient Adventures: 20 Epic Stories of the Bible, this step by step approach to 
learning will allow students to build upon the skills they already have, as well as 
provide a solid foundati on for strengthening them in the future.

A Note from the Educators: 
While going through these workbooks, we urge parents to be as involved as possible! 

Read each introducti on page with your child and go through the guiding questi ons 
with them. Ignite their curiosity by presenti ng each new idea with excitement, and 
don’t forget to show your litt le one the support they deserve. Aft er each lesson, 
review what they completed and walk through any questi ons they have at the ti me. 

We also recommend repeati ng lessons by printi ng them out from our online digital 
library: www.puppydogsandicecream.com. If you decide our Affi  nity Learning method 
is for you, don’t forget to check out our website to look for new bundles and subjects 
for your child to explore!
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Introduction

Fundamentals of Nouns
In this workbook, we will learn how to use nouns in 
sentences, and identify different types of nouns.  

Remember! A noun is a person, place, or thing... 
which means it is everything you can touch, see, 
smell, visit, or think about!

When looking for a noun in a sentence, 
remember the Three W’s. 

Ask yourself: 
 1. Who is being talked about?
 2. What is being talked about?
 3. Where is being talked about?

Guiding Questions

1. What is a noun?
2. What kind of noun are you?
3. What kind of noun is a dog?
4. What kind of nouns is the town you live in?
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EXAMPLES OF NOUNS IN A SENTENCE:

Noah built the Ark.
In this sentence, Noah is the In this sentence, Noah is the personpersonpersonperson.

The The f ishfish swam by the Ark. swam by the Ark.
In this sentence, the f ish is the thingthing.

It was warm in the Garden of Eden.
In this sentence, Garden of Eden is the placeplace.

Identifying nouns.
 
Using nouns in sentences.

Identifying different types of nouns. 

1.
2.
3.

Learning Objectives:

When we write sentences, 
the nouns we use are the subjects of our sentences!
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LESSON

1 Spot the Noun
In each pair of words below, only ONE of the words is a noun
 – a person, place, or thing.
Can you figure out which word is the noun?

Instructions:  

Circle the first letter of the noun in each pair of words. 

Then, write each letter that you circle on the lines below 

to reveal the secret person at the bottom. 

1. ARK          
2. THIS         
3. DRAW       
4. ADAM    
5. HEAVEN    
6. APPLE     
7. GREAT

RAN
BETHLEHEM 
RED SEA
TALK
BEGAN
GAVE
MARY
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Instructions: Circle 5 nouns that Noah would see on 

the Ark.
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LESSON

2 Spot the Noun
In each pair of words below, only ONE of the words is a noun
 – a person, place, or thing.

Instructions:  

Circle the first letter of the noun in each pair of words. 

Then, write each letter that you circle on the lines 

below to reveal the secret person at the bottom. 

1. PLANNED   
2. ISRAELITE   
3. RAN        
4. ESTHER     
5. OCTOPUS    
6. NOAH

GOD
WON
DAVID
TELL
SWIM
DOWN
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Instructions:  Circle the five nouns Adam may see in 

the Garden of Eden.
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LESSON

3 Spot the Noun
In each pair of words below, only ONE of the words is a noun
 – a person, place, or thing.

Instructions:  

Circle the first letter of the noun in each pair of words. 

Then, write each letter that you circle on the lines 

below to reveal the secret person at the bottom. 

1. EGYPT     
2. STOP        
3. TURTLE     
4. HORSE     
5. FLY            
6. RHINO

SPILL
SAMPSON
FAST 
WISH
ESTHER
GO
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Instructions: Circle the five nouns that Moses might 

have seen in the Red Sea. 
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LESSON

4 Person, Place, or Thing
All the words listed below are different types of nouns. 

Instructions:  Decide whether each word below is a 

person, place, or thing. Then write the noun on a line in 

the correct category. 

PERSON PLACE THING

WORDS: 
EGYPT, JERUSALEM, BETHLEHEM, 

NOAH, MARY, JESUS, POT, SWORD, 
SHIELD
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       The mystery letter is: 

MOOSE

RED SEA

JOSHUA SHIELD

JESUS

NOAH

BABY

HEAVEN

SWORD

MOSES

RUN

SWIM

JUMP

SPILL

PRAY

A word that begins with that letter is...

Instructions: Color in the boxes that contain nouns to 
figure out the mystery letter. Then write a noun that begins 
with that letter!
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LESSON

5 Person, Place, or Thing
All of the words listed below are different types of nouns. 

Instructions:  Decide whether each word below is a 

person, place, or thing. Then write the noun on a line 

in the correct category. 

PERSON PLACE THING

WORDS: 
RAIN, WAVES, ADAM, JOSHUA, 

PERFUME, MOOSE, FISH, HEAVEN, 
BEAR
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 Instructions: Color in the boxes that contain nouns to 
figure out the mystery letter. Then write a noun that begins 
with that letter!

BEAR

ESTHER

MOON DOG

JESUS

BAT

CAT

ADAM

CAMEL

SAMSON

A word that begins with that letter is...

EVE

TOE VEST

RUN

EAT

       The mystery letter is: 
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LESSON

6 Nouns: Things!
For this activity, we want to focus on nouns that are 
categorized as things. In the rows below, there are nouns 
that do not belong.

Instructions:  

Cross out the nouns in each row if they are a PERSON or 

PLACE. If the noun is a THING, then leave it blank!

Moses, Red Sea, Fish, Egypt

Dreams, Leader, Joseph, Man

Cave, Gideon, Pots, Fight

Shepherd, boy, David, Sling
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 Instructions:  
Cross out the nouns in each row if they are a PERSON or 

PLACE. If the noun is a THING, then leave it blank!

NOTE: If the word is NOT a noun, leave the link blank.

Jonah, Land, Whale, Swim

Donkey, Threw, Jesus, Leaf

Bible, Ran, Listen, God

Brave, Queen, King, Young
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LESSON

7 Nouns: Things!
Instructions: Cross out the noun place that does not belong. 
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Instructions: Cross out the noun place that does not belong. 
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LESSON

8 Person, Place, or Thing
Instructions: Decide if the words below are nouns or not. If 
the word is a PERSON, PLACE, or THING, then place an ‘X’ on 
the line below it.

1. David     Goliath       Sling        Moses

2. Turtle       Cake         Fish       Octopus

3. Samson     Hair         Lion        Tomato
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Instructions: Decide if the words below are nouns 
or not. If the word is a PERSON, PLACE, or THING, then 
place an ‘X’ on the line below it.

1. Moose          Lion             Bird             Adam

2. Lizard       Elephant         Dog             Noah

3. Children      Son         Daughter        Camel

4. Desert          Sea        Mountain      Abraham
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LESSON

9 Secret Noun!

Instructions:  

Circle the first letter on the noun in each pair of words. 

Then, write each letter that you circled on the lines 

below to reveal the secret place at the bottom. 

1.  RHINO     
2.  COLD       
3.  DAVID     
4. SAMPSON     
5.  SINK        
6.  BLUE    

TALK
ESTHER
SWIM
LION
EGYPT
ADAM
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 Instructions: Joseph likes to build things. Use the 
lines below to write 5 nouns Joseph could build out of 
wood.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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LESSON

10Who is that Noun?

Instructions:  

Circle the first letter on the noun in each pair of words. 

Then, write each letter that you circled on the lines 

below to reveal the secret person at the bottom. 

1.  TIGER      
2.  WRITE   
3.  PLAY      
4. LOOK      
5.  WEAR

EAT
ISRAEL
GOD
EGYPT
ROPE
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Instructions: Write five nouns that Moses would 
have seen in the Red Sea.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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 Introduction
 As we know, a noun is a person, a place, or a thing. 

But there are actually two different types of nouns that you 
can describe a word as! These two types of nouns are called:
 1. COMMON Nouns
 2. PROPER Nouns

COMMON NOUNS:  
Nouns used to identify a person, place, or thing that 

do not have their own name.

PROPER NOUNS:  
Nouns that are used to identify a specifi c or individual 

person, place or thing.

Guiding Questions

1. What is a noun?
2. What is a proper noun?
3. What kind of noun is a dog?
4. Can you provide an example of a proper noun 
that is a person? A place? A thing?
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Identifying nouns and non-examples of 
nouns

Identifying proper vs. common nouns

Applying knowledge of proper and 
common nouns to create and complete 
sentences. 

1.

2.
3.

Learning Objectives:

Remember! 
Every single Proper Noun

begins with a capital letter!

Examples of COMMON NOUNS: 

    book  script       story
   house     boat     garden

Examples of PROPER NOUNS:   

    Bible  Matthew        God
    David        Jerusalem Noah
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LESSON

1 Noun Buddies
Often more than one noun is used in a sentence.  In the 
sentences below, circle two nouns in each sentence.  
Remember, a noun is a person, place, or thing. 

1. Jesus was born in the town of 

Bethlehem.

2. Moses walked across the desert for 

many years.

3. Mary and Martha visited each other.

4. Adam petted the friendly animals.

5. Noah wanted the dove to fly. 
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Instructions: Using the sentences from the lesson, identify 
the types of nouns used in each sentence. Write them on the lines 
provided. 

For example: Esther moved into the palace. person and place

1. Jesus was born in the town of 

Bethlehem. ____________  __________

2. Moses walked across the desert for 

many years. ___________  __________

3. Mary and Martha visited each other. 

                     ___________  __________

4. Adam petted the friendly animals.             

                    ___________  __________

5. Noah wanted the dove to fly. 

                    ___________  __________
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LESSON

2 Add a Noun-Person!
Instructions: A noun is a person, place, or thing. In the sentences 
below, the person is missing from each sentence. Add the noun 
that to the sentence that makes the most sense.  You may look 
back through your Ancient Adventures book to help you. 

40

Word Bank: 
Noah,  Pharaoh, Jesus, Daniel, Joseph

1. _______________ died for our sins.

2. God told ______________ to build an ark.

3. Moses went to the _________________ to 
ask him to free God’s people.

4. _______________ was able to understand 
people’s dreams. 

5. The Battle of Jericho was won by 
_____________, who listened to God’s 
plan.



Instructions: Circle the second letter of each person noun in the 
list below to spell a mystery word.  Watch out! Only some of the words 
are nouns.

41

(Mystery word: DANIEL)

The Mystery Word is:

Adam
Running

Lamb
Pretty
Animal

Sign
Loving 
Jesus

Olive branch
Cloudy



LESSON

3 Common and Proper Nouns
A noun is a person, place, or thing. In the sentences below, 
the place is missing from each sentence. Add the noun that 
to the sentence that makes the most sense.  You may look 
back through your Ancient Adventures book to help you. 

Word Bank: 
Jericho, Heaven, cave, Bethlehem, Red Sea

1. Joshua and his men made the walls 
around ____________ fall down!

2. Gideon hid in a ___________.

3. Elijah rode to ____________ on a chariot 
of fire. 

4. Moses parted the __________________.

5. Jesus was born in ____________________.
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Instructions: In the last lesson, you recalled places from the 
Ancient Adventures book. Now, tell us about some of the places in 
your life.

1.

2.

3.

4.

My favorite place to go on vacation is 
_____________________.

The town where I was born was 
________________________.

Someday I would like to visit 
________________________.

My best friend lives in 
_____________________.
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LESSON

4 Add a Noun – Thing!
Instructions: A noun is a person, place, or thing. In the 
sentences below, the thing is missing from each sentence. 
Add the noun that to the sentence that makes the most 
sense.  You may look back through your Ancient Adventures 
book to help you.  

Word Bank: 
      LIONS, HEART, WHALE, DREAMS, HAIR

1. Jonah was swallowed by a 
__________________.

2. Daniel had to deal with _______________ 
when he stood up for his faith.

3. Joseph could understand other people’s 
_________________.

4. David was a man after God’s own 
_______________.

5. Samson was very strong and his 
_____________ was very long. 
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Instructions: In the last lesson, you recalled things from the 
Ancient Adventures book. Now it is time to choose a silly noun to 
complete the sentences below. Circle the noun that is a thing to 
complete these silly sentences. Beware, not all the choices will be 
nouns. 

45

1. Mrs. Oodles likes to eat (noodles, 
Jericho).
2. My cat fell into the (goldfish 
bowl, mother).

3. The dog ran away with my brother’s 

(sneakers, sister).

4. The doctor said my ear hurt because 

I had a (chicken, palace) stuck 

inside!



LESSON

5 Identify Proper Nouns
Instructions: A noun is a person, place, or thing.  Proper 
nouns are very special. They are specific examples of people, 
places, and things. They need to be capitalized.  Common 
nouns do not need to be capitalized. 

PERSON

PLACE

THING

ESTHER

BETHLEHEM

BIBLE

COMMON PROPER

WOMAN

CITY

BOOK

In the sentences below, identify proper nouns by underlining them. You 
may look back through your Ancient Adventures book to help you. 

1. Jonah was a prophet.
2. Gideon fought the Midianites.
3. Moses led the Israelites to freedom.
4. The animals came in two by two to 
Noah’s ark.
5. There are two important people named 
Joseph in the Bible.
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Instructions: Below you will have two choices of nouns. Underline 
the one that should be capitalized to show that it is a proper noun.

1. MAN

2. MARY

3. TOWN

4. FOREST

DANIEL

WOMAN

JERICHO

EDEN
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LESSON

6 Proper Noun - Places!
Instructions:  Proper nouns are specific examples of people, 
places, and things. In this lesson, use your Ancient Adventures 
book to look back and fill in the proper noun to complete each 
sentence. Each one will be a place.

Word Bank: 

  BETHLEHEM, EDEN, EGYPT, EGYPT, JERICHO

1. Adam and Eve lived in the garden of 
____________.
  

2. The town where Jesus was born was 
________________.

3. Joseph became an important man in 
_______________ because he could understand 
dreams. 

4. Joshua fought the Battle of ____________________.

5. Moses freed the Israelites from slavery in 
___________________.
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Instructions: The Bible is full of places that are proper 
nouns. What are some proper nouns that are places in 

your town?

Street:

Store:

Restaurant:

Church:
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LESSON

7 Mixed Review
Instructions: You have learned all about nouns. Think back to 
what you have learned to complete the mixed review. 

1. A noun can be a _________________.
2. A noun can be a _________________.
3. A noun can be a _________________.
4. Proper nouns must have a 
_________________ letter. 

Circle any words that are common nouns in this list:

2. A noun can be a _________________.
3. A noun can be a _________________.
4. Proper nouns must have a 
_________________ letter. 

Circle any words that are common nouns in this list:

RAM

PERSON

CHICKEN

SCHOOL

RUNNING

SWEET

CAKE

TRUCK
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Instructions: In the paragraph below circle only the proper nouns.

51

 Daniel was a man who really loved God.  He lived 
in a city called Babylon. The people of Babylon didn’t 
believe in God. Daniel wasn’t supposed to pray to God, 
he was supposed to worship the king, Darius.  Darius 
loved Daniel. He didn’t want to punish him for breaking 
the law, but he was tricked by some servants who were 
jealous of Daniel! The king had Daniel thrown into the 
lion’s den. But, God made the lions gentle! They didn’t 
hurt Daniel. When Darius saw the Daniel was safe the 
next day, he learned about the power of God!



LESSON

8 Mixed Review II
Instructions: Nouns are people, places, or things.  They can 
be proper or common.  In this activity, you need to write two 
examples of each type of noun to complete the chart below. 
You can use examples from your Ancient Adventures book or 
from your own life.

Common Nouns:
Person

Common Nouns:
Place

Common Nouns:
Thing

Proper Nouns
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Instructions:  In this table, there are four noun imposters- words 
that are written in the chart that are not really nouns. Identify them 
and cross them out. 

Common Nouns:
Person

Common Nouns:
Place

Common Nouns:
Thing

Proper Nouns

soft

school

pencil

King Darius

teacher

kindness

worm

Delicious

man

store

running

Esther
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1. Queen Esther was just a girl when 
she took the throne. 
2. Samson was mighty and was able 
to kill a lion in the wilderness.
3. Noah built an ark to survive the 
flood. 
4. God speaks to his people to teach 
them lessons.
5. Jesus rode on a donkey as people 
cheered.

How many proper nouns did you find? 

How many common nouns did you find? 

Total Nouns:              / 15

LESSON

9 Noun Scavenger Hunt
Instructions: In the sentences below, you must find ten 
common nouns and five proper nouns. That is a total of 
fifteen items. Circle them as you go. 
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 Instructions: In this word search, find the nouns on the list below. 
You may use a highlighter or circle with a pencil.

WORD BANK: 
 JESUS, KING, NOAH, 

SAMSON, HAIR, GARDEN

J

E

S

U

S

A

B

X

N

O

V

X

A

G

R

C

O

G

Y

C

M

A

T

B

A

H

U

O

S

R

Y

N

H

A

I

R

O

D

I

F

W

L

T

O

N

E

O

R

Q

O

R

P

J

N

P

T

E

P

E

P

E

J

O

Y

T

N

F

E

S

C

Y

I

Y

H

F

T

K

I

N

G
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LESSON

10 Noun Application/ Noun Madlib
Instructions: Nouns can be common or proper. Nouns can 
be a person, place, or thing. In this activity, there is a story 
that you need to complete using nouns. The type of noun 
has been written next to the blank. You can make your story 
serious or silly.

If I could meet anyone in the Bible, I would like 

to meet ______________ (proper noun, person).  I 

would love to ask them about ___________ (thing or 

place). Maybe I could show them my _____________ 

(thing) and introduce them to my (proper noun, 

person). If they could come to my town, I would 

take them to (proper noun, place). I’d like to share 

____________ (thing) with them. I really want to meet 

____________ (proper noun, person) because they 

_______________________ (give a reason).
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Instructions: Here are ten nouns that you have seen often 
throughout your Ancient Adventures book and through the course 
of these lessons. But, the letters in these words are all mixed up! 
Unscramble them to spell the noun correctly.

WORD BANK: 
JESUS, JERICHO, SPECIAL, ARK, LION, 
WHALE, BETHLEHEM, BATTLE, LOVE, 

SHEPHERD 

1. ESUSJ ______________
2. KRA    ______________
3. OINL  ______________
4. HEMBELTHE ______________
5. HWALE ______________
6. ATTLEB ______________
7. ICHOREJ ______________
8. HERDPHES______________
9. ECIALSP______________
10. VOLE _______________
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Introduction
In this book we will learn all about verbs. By the time 
you’re done with these lessons, you should be able 
to recognize a verb, identify a verb’s relationship to a 
noun, and identify non-examples of verbs as well!

VERBS
What is a verb?  A verb is an action word. 

A verb describes an action that is happening in the 
sentence. 

In this lesson, we will learn that verbs can tell us 
about something that has already happened in the 
past, or something that is happening now in the 
present! 

 
For a sentence to be complete...

 it must contain at least one noun and one verb.

2.

3.

2.

3.

Guiding Questions
1. What is a verb?

2. How do you identify a verb in a sentence?

3. Does there need to be a verb in every sentence?

4. Can there be more than one verb in a sentence?
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Introduce verbs

Identify verbs

Differentiate verbs from other types of 
speech. 

1.
2.
3.

Learning Objectives:

Examples of past tense verbs:
ran, biked, played, ate, jumped, was

 

Examples of present tense verbs:
run, bike, play, eat, jump, is

She asked the King to save the Israelites. 

What did she do? She asked.
The verb in this sentence is asked.  
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LESSON

1 Circle the Verb
Instructions: Circle the verb in each row. HINT: there is one verb 
on each line.

1. HAIR  RUN  SHOE

2. CHRIS  HOME  JUMP

3. FLY  CAT  SHIRT

4. TABLE  LOOK  FOX

5. SLEEP    CLOUD  RABBIT

6. HOP  BARN  CUP

7. CLOWN     SANG   SONGS

8. BUS    STREET   SAT
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 Instructions: Circle the verb(s) in the sentence. 

Today in class, we learned about 
God’s first creation on Earth. I loved it! 

Then, I went home and told my mom all 
about the story of Adam and Eve.
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LESSON

2 Circle the Verb
Instructions: Circle the verb in each row. HINT: there is one verb 
on each line.

1. EAT   BEN  SOCK

2. PEN   DOG  HIT

3. SEAT  PLAY  COAT

4. HORSE      JOG               CANDLE

5. CAKE  PENCIL  CHOP

6. SKATE  MOOSE  CAR

7. WINDOW PADDLE COW

8. MAKE  FOX  PIZZA
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Gideon hid in a cave. God called 
him to fight and inspire. He defeated 

the Midianites with 300 men 
and pots of fire.

 Instructions: Circle the verb(s) in the sentence. 
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LESSON

3 Identify the Verb
Instructions: Identify the verbs in the sentences below and 
write the verb on the line provided. 

1. Molly ran in the snow.

2. Alex threw the ball.

3. Lauren kicked the soccer ball.

4. Tony climbed up the hill.

5. Terri walked around the neighborhood.

6. Tracey likes to sing to her friends. 
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Daniel prayed to God every day 
and some people did not like that. 
He was thrown into the lion’s den, 
but God protected him as he sat.

 Instructions: Circle the verb(s) in the sentence. 
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LESSON

4 Identify the Verb
Instructions: Identify the verbs in the sentences below and 
write the verb on the line provided. 

1. My uncle gave my aunt a necklace.

2. Tom tossed the football.

3. Chris drove his car to school.

4. The teacher spoke to the class.

5. A big green bird flew over my head. 

6. My blue balloon popped. 
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Mary was the mother of Jesus,  
she loved him with great care.  
She praised God for His gift for  

all of the world to share. 

 Instructions: Circle the verb(s) in the sentence. 
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5 Fill in the Blank
Instructions: Insert the verb that best fits each sentence below, 
use the word bank above each sentence to complete the 
sentence. 

RAN, DREW, BLEW
1. Carrie _______________ out the 

candles on her birthday cake.

CHASED, CLEAN, DANCED
2. My cat _____________ the mouse. 

LAUGH, BRUSH, DIG
3. Every morning before I go to school I 

____________ my teeth. 

RIDE, COOK, EAT
4. I like to ________________ my bike 

around town. 
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Esther was very brave. At a young 

age, she became queen. She asked 

the king to save the Israelites, and 

she was only fifteen. 

 Instructions: Circle the verb(s) in the sentence. 
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LESSON

6 Fill in the Blank
Instructions: Insert the verb that best fits each sentence below, 
use the word bank above each sentence to complete the 
sentence. 

MELTING, SINGING, JUMPING
1. My ice cream is ______________ all 

over my hand.

LISTEN, BUY, DRAW
2. Alexis went to the mall to ___________ 

a new dress.

DRAWS, PAINTS, COOKS
3. My mom _____________ the best 

dinners in the world.

SWIMS, DRIVES, PLAYS
4. Taylor’s dog, Scout, ________ fetch 

with the frisbee. 
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Jonas was swallowed by a giant 

whale. Inside he agreed to do as God 

had planned. He would go deliver God’s 

message. The whale brought him back 

to dry land. 

 Instructions: Circle the verb(s) in the sentence. 
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LESSON

7 Nouns and Verbs
Instructions: Circle the noun(s) and underline the verb(s) in 
each of the sentences below. 

1. My dog likes to eat my socks. 

2.  I was hungry at the end of 
class, so I ate a snack.

3. In school we read books. 

4. Winnie’s dog barks when 
strangers walk by. 

5. I eat an apple every day.

6. The soccer team ran around 
the field.
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Joseph was Mary’s husband. He 

was an honorable man, he was 

a very skilled carpenter and obeyed 

God’s plan. 

 Instructions: Circle the verb(s) in the sentence. 
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8 Nouns and Verbs
Instructions: Circle the noun(s) and underline the verb(s) in each 
of the sentences below. 

1. Sarah and I went to the beach 

to help Irene clean the beach. 

2. Jordan is a very good swimmer. 

3. The baby cried when he was 

away from his mom.

4. Mike hurt his leg playing baseball. 

5. The car stopped at the red light.

6. Amy waited for the train.
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Adam was the first man created 
by God. Adam named all the animals 
big and small. He lived in the Garden 

of Eden, God put him in charge of it all. 

 Instructions: Circle the verb(s) in the sentence. 
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9 Nouns and Verbs
Instructions: Circle the words in the box that are verbs, then use 
the verbs to complete the sentences below. 

Word Bank: 

DOG, DRINK, THROW, DRAW, SLEEP, 

SHIRT, DRIVES, HOUSE

1. My sister is a good artist, she can 
______much better than I can.

2. The baseball pitcher could ______ the 
ball very fast. 

3. After a long day, I can’t wait to 
_________in my bed.

4. The thirsty dog needs to __________ 
some water. 

5. She ___________her car to work. 
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Noah obeyed God and built the Ark. 

The animals came two by two. When the 

rains came down it was quite the zoo. 

 Instructions: Circle the verb(s) in the sentence. 
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10 Fill in the Blank
Instructions: Circle the words in the box that are verbs, then 
use the verbs to complete the sentences below. 

Word Bank: 

STOLE, CAT, SWIMS, GREW, PHONE, 

WEAR, THINK, SHOES

1. He _____________ 4 inches when 
he got to middle school.

2. The robber ___________ from the 
store.

3. In the winter I ____________a big 
jacket. 

4. Chris ___________ around his pool.

5. Amy likes to _________ about her 
dog. 
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Moses led the Israelites out of Egypt. 

Everyone was full of glee, but when they 

were trapped, God made a way through 

the Red Sea. 

 Instructions: Circle the verb(s) in the sentence. 
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Introduction
Sentences make up the fundamentals of written and spoken 
communication. In this workbook, we will learn the elements 
every sentence must have, how to identify a complete 
sentence, how to identify an incomplete sentence (sentence 
fragment), and by the end, you will be able to reproduce 
what you’ve learned by writing your very own sentences!

Together, we will also learn that all sentences need ending 
punctuation! ANd just sticking a period down does not make 
a sentence “complete.”

To be a complete sentence... 
a sentence needs three things! 

Do you know what they are? Let’s find out!

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

Guiding Questions:

1. What is a sentence?

2. What kinds of words must be in a sentence?

3. Can you tell me a sentence?

4. Can you give me an example of an incomplete sentence?
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Students will learn and identify the essential 
parts of speech for a sentence.

Students will read and write complete 
sentences.

Students will identify non-examples of 
sentences, such as incomplete sentences.

1.

2.

3.

Learning Objectives:

1. A sentence must have at least two words in it, 
and each word must be a different type of word. 
The two words that every sentence needs are  
verbs and nouns. 

   • A noun is a person, place, or thing.
   • A verb is an action word. It tells what the 
person, place, or thing is doing. 

2. Every sentence must tell a complete thought. 

3. Eery sentence must have an ending. This 
ending is shown by a punctuation mark.

   • Punctuation marks that end sentences are 
periods, question marks, and exclamation points. 
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LESSON

1 What makes a sentence?
 Remember! Every complete sentence needs to have a noun   
 and a verb that make a complete thought, and end in the 
 correct pounctuation mark.  

“Ryan” is a noun. “Ran” is a verb. “Ryan ran.” is a sentence. 
It is very short sentence, but it shows a complete thought.  

We know the sentence is done because there is ending punctuation.
 

Sentences can be much longer than two words, but they must always 
have at least one noun and one verb. They can have more. 

Let’s look at a longer sentence.
Sam ran a race and ate a big lunch later. 

The nouns in the sentence are Sam, race, and lunch. 
The verbs are ran and ate.

1. Martha invited all the people to eat at her house.

2. Martha spent hours cooking food for her guests. 

3. Mary sat at Jesus’ feet at listened to him speak.

4. Paul escaped from prison and sailed on a ship.

5. Lisa caught a bad cold.

6. Joey tied his little brother’s shoes.

Instructions: In the activity below, circle all the nouns 
in each sentence. Underline all the verbs. 
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Instructions:  In this activity, these sentences are incomplete! 
They are missing a verb. Use the word bank and your Ancient 
Adventures book to make the sentences complete by adding a verb.

Chose          Named          

Parted          Led          Slept
1. Gideon ___________ God’s army to battle.

2. Moses __________ the Red Sea. 

3. God  _______ Esther to become queen.

4. Adam  __________ each of the animals.

5. Daniel _____________ in the lion’s den. 
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2 Verb+Noun= Sentence
Instructions:  In this activity, read the sentences below 
carefully. Make sure that each sentence is complete. If it has 
a noun, a verb, and ending punctuation, it is complete. If it 
is not complete, write what it needs- a noun, verb, or ending 
punctuation- on the line provided. If it is complete, put a star 
on the line.

A sentence that has all nouns and no verbs is not complete. 
A sentence that had all verbs without nouns is not complete. 

Sentence: Kyle washed the car. (Kyle is the noun, and 
washed is the verb.

Not a sentence: Washed the car. (There’s a verb, nut no 
noun!)

Not a sentence: Kyle the car. (There’s a noun, but no verb!)

1. David was a shepherd boy. ___________

2. The piano. _________________

3. Marcus asked me to play outside ______

4. Swam all afternoon. ____________

5. Nick emptied the trash.  ___________
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 Instructions:  In this activity, these sentences are incomplete! 
They are missing a noun. Use the word bank and your Ancient 
Adventures book to make the sentences complete by adding a verb.

city         garden         boat          

Esther      Daniel

1. The ______________grew fruits.

2. The ____________ sailed on the sea. 

3. _______ became queen and helped her people.

4. The wicked __________ was destroyed by Joshua’s 

army.

5.  _____________ was thrown into the lion’s den. 
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3 Nouns and Verbs Work Together
Instructions:  In this activity, the sentences have nouns, but no 
verbs! Choose a verb from the list to decide what the nouns will 
do. There are more verbs than sentences, so you can choose 
which ones you like the best!

In a sentence, a verb tells what the noun is doing. Without an 
action word, the sentence cannot be complete, even if you put 
ending punctuation on it. 

Verb List:
Ran, Slept, Walked, Danced, Sang, Ate, Shopped, 

Smiled, Picked

1. Rachel __________ as fast as she could.

2. Carson __________ for new shoes.

3. Bonita __________flowers for her mom.

4. Victor __________all the way to church.

5. Alex ___________ all night long.

98

2. Carson __________ for new shoes.

3. Bonita __________flowers for her mom.

4. Victor __________all the way to church.

5. Alex ___________ all night long.
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 Instructions: These sentences tell a story of how Daniel 
began each day, but some of the verbs are missing. Choose 
verbs from the verb list to complete the story.

Verb List:
Woke, Prayed, Hide, Ate, Talked, Waved, Trusted, 

Know

Every morning, Daniel _________ up. He __________ to God 

right away. Daniel was far from home where people didn’t 

___________ about God, but Daniel ____________ to God like 

a dear friend. He __________ God with all his heart. Some 

people told Daniel he should _________ his faith. Daniel 

would not do that. He prayed in public, right at his window. 

He ____________ to people who passed by on the street. 

After his morning prayers, Daniel __________ breakfast. 

Daniel loved to start his day with God. 
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LESSON

4 Nouns and Verbs Work Together II
Instructions:  In this activity, the sentences have verbs , but no 
nouns! Choose a noun from the list to tell who or what is doing 
the action. There are more nouns than sentences, so you can 
choose which ones you like the best!

In a sentence, a noun is a person, place, or thing. The verb tells 
what the noun is doing. Without a noun, the sentence cannot 
be complete, even if you put ending punctuation on it. 

Noun List:
Cowboy, King, Girl, Dinosaur, Panda, Queen, 

Fairy, Truck, Pizza, Apple, Book

1. The ___________ ate leaves.

2. The __________ fell on the floor.

3. The ____________ ran behind the wild horse.

4. The ____________ helped the brave knight.

5. The ___________ swam in the ocean.
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 Instructions: These sentences tell a story of how Joseph 
arrived in Egypt, but some of the nouns are missing. Choose 
nouns from the nouns list to complete the story.

Noun List:
Brothers, Father, Coat, Dreams, Talent,  Hole, Bandits, 

Slave, Pharaoh, Egypt, People

Once there was a boy named Joseph. He had eleven 

___________. His ____________loved him the best. He made 

a beautiful _____________ for Joseph. Many of his brothers 

were jealous!  Joseph was the favorite, and he could explain 

____________!  This amazing _____________ made the brothers 

even more jealous. The brothers hatched a plan to make 

Joseph fall into a deep ___________. Then they would sell 

him to ______________. Joseph would become a ___________ 

in the country of ___________. But, Joseph trusted God. He 

knew that somehow God meant this tragedy for good. The 

____________ of Egypt trusted Joseph and listened to him. 

Joseph saved the lives of many ____________.
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LESSON

5 Ending punctuation
Instructions: In the sentences below, the ending punctuation is 
missing. Choose a period, exclamation point, or question mark 
to make the sentence complete. 

Periods: Use periods when you are stating a fact or opinion that 
is not super exciting or asking a question.

Question Marks: Use these when you have a question. Words 
like why, how, did, when, where,  and other words can give you a 
clue that you’re supposed to use a question mark.

Exclamation Points: Exclamation points indicate a really strong 
emotion, like fear, surprise, or extreme joy.

1. Did Moses spend a long time in the desert ____

2. I think the best dessert is ice cream ___

3. There’s a dinosaur running through my yard ___

4. Joanne moved to New York ___

5. I won a million dollars ___

6. How did you get stuck in that tree ____

Without ending punctuation, it is unclear whether a sentence 
is complete or will continue. Sentences can have more than 
one noun and one verb and more than one phrase. For 
example: “Russell liked to dance while his mother sang. “  

There are different types of ending punctuation and they 
have different jobs. 
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 Instructions:  In this story, the punctuation marks are 
missing! There should be three periods, three question marks, and 
three exclamation points. It is up to you to figure out where they 
go and add them into the story to make complete sentences. 

Have you ever heard about big 
storm of 2018  It started out as an 
ordinary day  Clouds were white 
and puffy  I thought the day was so 
perfect that I felt like I had woken 
up to a winning lottery ticket   Then, 
out of nowhere, I heard a huge 
crash of thunder  What in the 
world could that be   It can’t be a 
storm on a perfect day like this, I 
thought to myself   Then I looked 
out the window and saw huge bolts 
of purple lightning zipping from 
the sky  What could make a storm 
come out of nowhere like that?
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LESSON

6 Complete the sentence
Instructions:  Read the sentences below and identify if they 
are missing a verb, a noun, or ending punctuation. Write the 
missing piece on the line provided.

All sentences must have at least one noun, 
one verb, and ending punctuation but these 

sentences are missing a piece.

1. The orange cat. __________

2. Swimming all day.__________

3. Farmer Smith raked the leaves __________

4. Skippy the brown dog _______

5. Climbing the tall _______

6.  Are you coming to my party this evening _____
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 Instructions:  You are going to create five sentences, silly 
or serious, from the “menu” below. Pick one word from each 
category. You may use articles and punctuation more than once. 
You may throw in describing words and detail words if you wish. For 
example, “ The horse galloped.” could become “The brown horse 
galloped smoothly.”

Every sentence must have a verb and a noun. Many sentences have 
other words as well. Let’s look at this sentence: The horse galloped. 
Horse is the noun, galloped is the verb, and the word “the” is 
called an article. It shows in this case that we’re talking about one 
particular horse. 

Sentence-Making Menu
Verbs Nouns Articles Punctuation

Ruled
Sang

Growled
Danced

Rode
Barked
Fought
Baked

Man
Woman

King
Octopus
Warrior
House

Dog

A
An
The

.
?
!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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LESSON

7 Correct and Create
Instructions:  In this activity, you will get three topics. For 
each topic, you have to complete one sentence by adding a 
missing noun or verb. You also need to add one sentence that 
you make up yourself that goes with the topic.

Now you know that all sentences need a noun, verb, and 
some sort of ending punctuation.  You know how to write 
a great complete sentence by adding all those elements 
together.  

Topic 1: The Zoo
Correct the sentence: Did you see the ?

Create a sentence: 

Topic 2: Bible Heroes
Correct the sentence: David the king when he grew 
up.  

Create a sentence: 

Topic 3: Family
Correct the sentence: I love spending time with. 

Create a sentence: 
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 Instructions:  In the sentences below, circle the word needed 
to make the sentence complete. You will have two choices, one will 
be a noun, and one will be a verb. Make sure you choose the word 
your sentence needs!

All sentences need at least one noun and one verb. Without these 
pieces, the sentences are incomplete. 

1. A dove/flying found land. 

2. The circus bears/trained many animals.

3. Dinosaurs roamed/birds the land long ago.

4. Janice/Running danced at the concert.
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LESSON

8 Build a Sentence
Instructions:  In this activity choose a noun or verb to complete 
the sentence from the list of options given. You will have verbs 
and nouns in the list. Make sure you choose the kind of word 
your sentence needs!

To build a complete sentence you need both nouns and verbs. 
There are no sentences that have all verbs or only nouns. In this 
activity, you’ll practice making complete sentence.

1. Can you please cut the ___________? 

(pineapple, chopping, singing)

2. ________ asked me to go to the store. 

(Dad, Racing, Rowing)

3. Did you know _________ hurt his foot? 

(carrots, Michael, sprinting)

4. Several cars were __________ in the accident. 

(Bob, dogs, damaged)

5. Jesus __________ the storm. 

(rose, calmed, Peter)
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 Instructions:  In this activity, you will read sentences that 
have a noun or verb missing. You may want to look back at your 
Ancient Adventures book to help you. After you read each sentence, 
tell whether a verb or noun is what’s missing from each sentence.  
Circle the word type that’s missing. 

To build a complete sentence you need both nouns and verbs. There 
are no sentences that have all verbs or only nouns. In this activity, 
you’ll practice making complete sentence. 

1. Jesus ___________ to town.  Noun/Verb

2. _________ fought hard at Jericho. Noun/Verb

3. Adam ___________ all the animals. Noun/Verb

4. A whale ___________ Jonah. Noun/Verb
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LESSON

9 Complete Sentences
Instructions:  Help complete the sentences. You may look 
back in your Ancient Adventures book to help you. 

 Instructions: Choose a verb or noun to complete these silly 
sentences! Make sure that you choose the type of word that will 
make the sentence complete- even if it’s silly!

Word List:  
BANANA      PICKLES      TRUMPET      

DANCE          SNEEZED        SLIPPED

Eddie the Elephant loved to eat crunchy 
green_________________.  They made him happy. 
When he was happy, Eddie would _________! Bart 
the Clown would play  the ___________. But one day 
after eating, Eddie _____________. He couldn’t stop! 
Eddie was allergic to a new kind of pickles!  Bart the 
Clown gave him a ______________ to eat instead. 
Eddie tossed the peel away. Bart didn’t see the peel 
and __________. Eddie saw Bart flying through the 
air and caught him with his long trunk! “I think we’ll 
just have some apples instead,” said Bart. Eddie 
agreed. 
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Instructions:  Help complete the sentences. You may 
look back in your Ancient Adventures book to help you. 

Word Bank:  
ESTHER BECOME HID MARY LOVES

1. David would ______________ king.
2. ______________ became queen.
3. The Israelites________ from the Midianites in 
caves. 
4. Jesus _____________ you very much.
5. ___________ cared for her baby boy, Jesus. 
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LESSON

10 Final Review
Instructions: Put a star next to each complete sentence. Put an 
X next to every incomplete sentence. 

Here is your chance to show off what you have learned 

about sentences. 

1. Bob walked the dog. 

2. Ruth wept. 

3. The bird and the frog. 

4. Cody and Jim always. 

5. Are you sure you want another hamburger? 
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Make a complete sentence using the name of a Bible 
character and a verb that shows movement. Here’s an 
example:

Martha ran to see Jesus. 
6. Your sentence:

Make a complete sentence using an animal and a verb that 
shows movement.

Here’s an example: The monkey threw a banana.

7. Your sentence:

Tell what’s missing, a noun or verb? Write the answer on 

the line. 

8. Andrew all day.  

9. Clapping and dancing. 

10.  Alligators up the stream. 
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Introduction
In this workbook your child will learn the difference between 
the subject and object of a sentence, this will provide a 
base for your child to begin to develop more complicated 
sentences in the future.

Guiding Questions

1. How do you fi nd the subject of a sentence?
2. How do you fi nd the object of a sentence?
3. What does the subject tell us about a sentence?
4. What does the object of the sentence tell us about?

SUBJECT OF A SENTENCE
The subject of a sentence is what or 

whom the sentence is about. 

To find the subject of a sentence... 
place who or what in front of the verb or 

action word.

OBJECT OF A SENTENCE
The object of a sentence receives the 

action performed by the subject. 

The object comes AFTER the verb.
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  EXAMPLE OF SUBJECT:

Adam named all the animals. 
Who named the animals? Adam.

Adam is the subject of this sentence. 

   EXAMPLE OF OBJECT:

Elijah spoke God’s word.
What is being spoken? God’s word.

God’s word is the object of the sentence.

Learn how to identify the subject of a 
sentence. 

Learn how to identify the object of a 
sentence.

Create sentences using a subject and an 
object.

1.
2.

3.

Learning Objectives:
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LESSON

1 Practice
Instructions: Underline the subject in each sentence.

1. God loved Abraham and blessed him 

   with many children.

2. Moses led the Israelites out of Egypt. 

3. Joshua followed the instructions God 

    had planned. 

4. David defeated Goliath with a sling. 
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Instructions: Underline the subject in each sentence. 

1. Elijah was a great prophet who spoke 

God’s word without tire. 

2. Jonah was swallowed by a whale. 

3. Daniel prayed to God every day.

4. Esther asked the king to save the 

Israelites. 
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LESSON

2 Find the Subject
Instructions: Underline the subject in each sentence. 

1. Mary washed Jesus’s feet with great 

care.

2. She dried his feet with her hair. 

3. Jesus saved us from our sins. 

4. God made you special and unique.
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Instructions: Underline the subject in each sentence. 

1. Samson was a mighty warrior with     

very long hair.

2. He could fight a lion and was 

incredibly strong. 

3. Gideon hid in a cave. 

4. Elijah was taken to Heaven on a 

chariot of fire.  
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LESSON

3 Object of a Sentence
The object of a sentence receives the action performed by the 
subject. The object comes AFTER the verb.
Examples: 
Elijah spoke God’s word. 
What is being spoke? God’s word. 
God’s word is the object of the sentence.

The whale brought him back to dry land. 
Where did the whale bring him? Dry land. 
Dry land is the object of the sentence. 

1. Noah built the Ark.

2. Gideon hid in a cave.  

3. The fish swam.

4. Samson fought a lion. 

Instructions: Underline the object in each sentence 
below.
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Instructions: Underline the object in the sentences below. 

1. Moses led the Israelites.  

2. Fran jumped on the table.

3. David became a great king.

4. Elijah spoke God’s word. 
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LESSON

4 Find the Object
Instructions: Underline the object in each sentence. 

1. Daniel prayed to God. 

2. The bird sat on the Ark. 

3. Samson had very long hair. 

4. Joseph obeyed God’s plan. 
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Instructions: Underline the object in each sentence.

1. Mary loved Jesus very much. 

2. Jesus saved us from our sins.

3. God made the world. 

4. Adam loved Eve.
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LESSON

5 Subject Vs. Object
Instructions: Underline the subject and circle the object in each 
sentence.

1. God gave him the very best. 

2. He followed God’s instructions.

3. God made you special and unique.

4. She kissed his feet, and dried them 

with her hair. 
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Instructions: Underline the subject and circle the object in each 
sentence below. 

1. When Adam slept, God made Eve. 

2. God said, “it is good.”

3. He won the battle of Jericho.

4. God called him to fight and inspire. 
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LESSON

6 Subject Vs. Object
Instructions: Underline the subject and circle the object in each 
sentence.

1. He defeated the Midianites with 300 

men and pots of fire. 

2. Samson was so strong he could fight 

a lion.

3. David was a man after God’s heart.

4. He was taken to Heaven in a chariot 

of fire. 
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Instructions: Underline the subject and circle the object in each 
sentence.

1.  Jonah would deliver God’s message. 

2. He was thrown into the lion’s den.

3. God protected Daniel.

4. Esther was very brave.
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LESSON

7 Construct Your Own Sentence
Instructions: Write our own sentences about your friends. Make 
sure each sentence contains a subject and an object. 
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Instructions: Write your own sentences about your family. Make 
sure each sentence contains a subject and an object.
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LESSON

8 Finish the Sentence
Instructions: The sentences below are missing their subjects 
and objects, fill them in to create your own sentence!

1. At the start the ___________ began 

with ____________.

2. Adam was created by ___________, 

and he named _____________.

3. Adam named ____________ and 

they were very ______________.

EXAMPLE:
 When it rained, Noah (subject) built the Ark. (object).
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Instructions: Write 3 sentences about your favorite animals. Make 
sure each sentence has a subject and an object! Underline the subject 
of your sentence and circle the object.  
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LESSON

9 Create Your Own Sentence
Instructions: Write 3 sentences about the Garden of Eden. Make 
sure each sentence has a subject and an object! Underline the 
subject of your sentence and circle the object.
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Instructions: Write 3 sentences about your dreams like Joseph. 
Make sure each sentence has a subject and an object! Underline the 
subject of your sentence and circle the object.
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LESSON

10Create Your Own Sentence
Instructions: Write 3 sentences about your favorite characters in 
the book. Make sure each sentence has a subject and an object! 
Underline the subject of your sentence and circle the object. 
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Instructions: Write 3 sentences about what you think Egypt was 
like below. Make sure each sentence has a subject and an object! 
Underline the subject of your sentence and circle the object.
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Introduction
A noun is a person, place, or thing. When looking for a 
noun in a sentence, think who, what, or where is being 
talked about.

Guiding Questions

1. What is a noun?
2. What kind of noun is Noah?
3. What kind of noun is lion?
4. What kind of noun is Egypt?

What kind of noun is Noah?

What kind of noun is Egypt?

NOUNS
Remember! A noun is a person, place, place or thing.A noun is the 
subject of a sentence. When looking for a noun, think who, what, or 
where is being talked about!

EXAMPLE OF A NOUN:
Adam was the f irst man created by God.

In this sentence, Adam is the “person” noun. 

PRONOUNS 
Pronouns are words that take the place of nouns.

EXAMPLES OF PRONOUNS:
 he      she      it      they      we      I      me      them 

We use pronouns so we don’t have to keep repeating the 
same nouns over and over again when we are talking, 
writing, or telling a story. 
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Identifying nouns in a sentence. 

Using nouns in sentences. 
 

Identifying different type of nouns. 

1.
2.

3.

Learning Objectives:

149

All pronouns are common nouns except:
 the pronoun, I. 

Why? Because... I is a proper noun! When you use it,
 you are talking about a certain person—yourself!

In this sentence, there are many nouns and 1 pronoun:

Noah built the Ark for the frogs, lions, 
cows, ducks, birds, monkeys, and other animals on 

Earth On the first day, they all gathered 
at the bottom of the Ark.

Without that 1 pronoun, this is how it would sound: 

“On the first day, Noah and the frogs and the 
lions and the cows and the ducks and the birds 
and the monkeys and all the other animals on 

Earth that Noah built Noah’s Ark for gathered at 
the bottom of the Ark.” 
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LESSON

1 A Noun is a Person! 
Instructions: Circle the “person” noun in each sentence below. 

1. Adam was the first man created by God.

2. Joseph could know the meanings of dreams.

3. When Adam slept, God made Eve. 

4. Everyone was full of glee when Moses led 
the Israelites out of Egypt.

5. David was a shepherd boy.
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Instructions:  Circle the “person” nouns from the word bank 
below.

JESUS  LION  FISH 

JOSEPH  GIDEON  POT

 LIZARD   ESTHER   
SHIELD 

 MARY    SHEEP
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LESSON

2 A Noun is a Place!
Instructions: Circle the “place” noun in each sentence below.

1. Joseph became a great leader in Egypt. 

2. God made a way through the Red Sea. 

3. Joshua led God’s people into the Promised 
Land. 

4. Jesus was born in Bethlehem. 

5. Gideon hid in a cave. 
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Instructions: Circle the “place” nouns in the word bank below. 

PERFUME   EGYPT  FEET  

RED SEA  DONKEY  

HEAVEN  SLING     

PROMISED LAND 

JERICHO  MOOSE   LIGHT
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LESSON

3 A Noun is a Thing!
Instructions: Circle the “thing” noun in each sentence below. 

1. The animals came, two by two.

2. Joseph could know the meaning of dreams.

3. Joshua follow the instructions from God. 

4. David defeated Goliath with a sling. 

5. The whale brought Jonah back to dry land. 
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Instructions: Circle the “thing” nouns in the word bank below. 

ADAM   ELEPHANT   
EGYPT JERUSALEM   
SWORD ABRAHAM   
TREE  SLING  JESUS  

QUEEN  BARREL
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LESSON

4 Identifying Different Noun Types
Instructions: Underline the nouns in each sentence, and write 
whether the noun in a person, place, or thing on the line. 

1. Joshua was strong and courageous.

2. He would one day become king. 

3. Elijah was a great prophet. 

4. Esther was very brave. 

5. Sampson was a mighty warrior.
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Instructions: Color in the fish based on the noun key below.

NOUN KEY : 
Person – Red  Place – Yellow  Thing - Green

Jerusalem

Desert

K
in

g

A
rk

Je
su

s

GiraffeMary

Sw
o

rd

Li
za

rd

Jo
se

p
h

Queen

P
o

t

D
re

am
s

M
o

o
se

Li
o

n
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LESSON

5 Identifying Different Noun Types
Instructions: Underline the nouns in each sentence, and write 
whether the noun in a person, place, or thing on the line.

1. God blessed Abraham with many children.

2. Samson’s hair was very long.

3. Daniel prayed to God every day.

4. At a young age, Esther became queen.

5. Mary loved Jesus very much.
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Instructions: Color in the shield based on the noun key below.

NOUN KEY : 
Person – Blue  Place – Red  Thing - Brown

Bug

Spear

God

Crow
Fire

Ark

Sling

Cave

Eyes

Goliath

Ed
en

Promised 
Land
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LESSON

6 Matching Nouns
Instructions: Use the word bank to find the correct noun for 
each sentence and fill in the blank.

1. Daniel was thrown into the lion’s ____________.

2. Mary’s husband, ____________, was a skilled 
carpenter.

3. Jesus is God’s only ___________. 

4. ___________ also made you special and 
unique. 

5. Noah obeyed God and built the ________.

WORD BANK:
DEN   JOSEPH  SON   GOD   ARK
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WORD BANK:

ESTHER    LION     JESUS  

SNAKE     DAVID    SLING

 Instructions: Find the nouns in the word search below. 
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LESSON

7 Matching
Instructions: Use the word bank to find the correct noun for 
each sentence and fill in the blank.

1. Joshua won the battle of Jericho and led his 
people to the _______________. 

2. God called ________ to fight and inspire. 

3. Jonah would deliver God’s _________. 

4. Jesus’s mother, __________, loved him with 
great care. 

5. He defeated the Midianites with 300 men 
and _______ of fire. 

WORD BANK: 

POTS   GIDEON   PROMISED LAND

 MESSAGE  MARY
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Instructions: Color in the pots based on the noun key below. 

NOUN KEY : 
Person – Pink  Place – Blue  Thing - Green

H
or

se

Warrior

Samson

Israel

Red Sea

Heaven

Donkey

Joshua

Whale

Jonah

Chariot

Den

Dove
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LESSON

8 Matching
Instructions: Use the word bank to find the correct noun for 
each sentence and fill in the blank.

1. When the Israelites were trapped, God made a 
way through the ______________.

2. Samson could fight a _________.

3. One day, David would become _______. 

4. _______ spoke God’s word without tire.

5. Mary washed His feet with __________ and 
great care. 

WORD BANK:

LION    RED SEA   KING  

 ELIJAH   PERFUME
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Instructions: Color in the animals from the ark based on the noun 
key below. NOUN KEY : 

Person – Blue  Place – Yellow  Thing - Pink

Son

People

God

B
et

h
le

h
emJesus

King

Chair

Egypt

Light

Desert

Jericho

Abraham
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LESSON

9 Types of Nouns
Instructions: Place each noun in the correct category, 
depending on whether the noun is a person, place, or thing. 

Person                     Place                     Thing

WORD BANK: 

ZOO   EGYPT  GOLIATH  BETHLEHEM   

SON   MARY   RED SEA   HORSE   CAVE  

INSTRUCTIONS  LION  MOSES
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Instructions: Color in the doves based on the noun key below. 

NOUN KEY : 
Person – Blue  Place – Yellow  Thing - Green

Fire

Esther

Rain

Samson

Bear

Seagull

Joseph

Ocean

Dolphin

Eve  Jericho

Fire

Rain

Ocean

Samson

Seagull

Bear

 Jericho

Joseph

Dolphin

Esther

Eve
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LESSON

10Matching
Instructions: Use the word bank to find the correct noun for 
each sentence and fill in the blank.

1. The world began with _________.

2. Adam lived in the Garden of __________.

3. When the _______ came, the ark became 
quite the zoo. 

4. _______ was incredibly strong. 

5. ________ saved us from our sins. 

WORD BANK: 
Jesus  Eden  light  rain  Samson
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Instructions: Color in the chariot based on the noun key below. 

NOUN KEY :

 Person – Purple 

Thing - Green
Ta

b
le

D
avid

Je
su

s

Elij
ah

M
o

o
se

B
u

g

Fi
re

God

lamb

Cam
el

Fi
sh H

orse M
ar

y

W
at

er
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Introduction
In this workbook, we will work on solidifying your 
knowledge of verbs and their importance in a sentence!

Guiding Questions
Review: What is a verb?

1. How do you identify a verb in a sentence?
2. What is the difference between a noun and a verb?
3. Name examples of past tense verbs.
4.. Name examples of present tense verbs.
5. What is the difference between past and present tense?

 ADVANCED VERBS
  What do we know about verbs?

• A verb is an action word. 

 • It can show that action is happening now, or has  

    already happened. 

 • Action that has already happened is in the past tense.

 • Action that is happening now is in the present tense. 

A verb tells the action that a noun (a person, place, or thing) 
is doing.  Some words may describe verbs or nouns, but if 
they do not show the action, then they are not verbs! 

Watch out for verb imposters!

Every sentences must have at least one verb and one noun. 
Sometimes sentences use multiple verbs. 
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Review of verbs

Identify past and present tenses of verbs

Differentiate between verbs and nouns

Identify non-examples of verbs

Apply knowledge of verbs to create and 
complete sentences

1.
2.
3.

Learning Objectives:

4.
5.

Review of verbs
1.

Learning Objectives:

Let’s look at some examples...

177

Past Tense Sentence
Ran: Dan ran up the hill yesterday.

Present Tense Sentence
Run: Look at Dan run up the hill! 
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LESSON

1 Verb Buddies
Instructions: Often more than one verb is used in a sentence.  
In the sentences below, circle two verbs in each sentence.  
Remember, a verb is an action word that tells what a noun is 
doing. 

1. Jesus rode the donkey and waved to the people.

2. Moses parted the sea and led the people to 
freedom.

3. Mary washed Jesus’ feet and dried them with 
her hair.

4. Adam names each animal and lived with them in 
peace.

5. Noah built the ark and took two of each animals 
on board.
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Instructions: Using the sentences from the lesson, identify 
the noun in each sentence. Underline each noun you find.  A noun 
is a person, place, or thing. There may be more than one noun per 
sentence.

1. Jesus rode the donkey and waved to the 
people.

2. Moses parted the sea and led the people to 
freedom.

3. Mary washed Jesus’ feet and dried them with 
her hair.

4. Adam names each animal and lived with them 
in peace.

5. Noah built the ark and took two of each animal 
on board.
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LESSON

2 Add an action  verb!
Instructions: A verb shows an action.  Add the verb that to the sentence 
that makes the most sense.  You may look back through your Ancient 
Adventures book to help you. 

 ASK PAID TOLD TELL FOUGHT FELL

1. Jesus _______ for our sins.

2. God _____ Noah  to build an ark.

3. Moses went to the pharaoh to ___________ him 
to free God’s people.

4. Joseph  could _________ people all about their  
dreams. 

5. Joshua _________ the Battle of Jericho  and the 
walls of the city ___________ down. 

WORD BANK: 
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Instructions: Circle the first letter of each verb in the list below to 
spell a mystery word.  Watch out! Only some of the words are verbs.

WORD LIST:

GOING 

ICE-SKATING

MARTHA

HOUSE

DASHING

EDUCATING

JESUS

OWNING

HANDSOME

NEARING

THE MYSTERY WORD IS:
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LESSON

3 Add a Verb II
Instructions: A verb tells what the noun is doing. In these 
sentences, the verbs are missing.  You may look back through 
your Ancient Adventures book to help you find the right verbs to 
finish the sentences. 

HID FALL RODE PARTED HELPED

1. Joshua and his men made the walls around 
Jericho _______ down!

2. Gideon _____in a cave.

3. Elijah ______ to Heaven on a chariot of fire. 

4. Moses ________ the Red Sea.

5. Jesus ___________ many people and did many 
miracles.

WORD BANK: 
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Instructions:  In the last lesson, you used verbs  from the Ancient 
Adventures book . Now, tell us about some of the verbs in your life. Use 
them to complete the story

1. Every day I  __________ up.

2. I _______ breakfast.

3. I ______ my teeth.

4. I love to ______ outside with my friends, or 
inside with my toys.
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LESSON

4 Present tense or past tense verbs?
Instructions: A present tense verb shows an action is happening 
now. A past tense verb shows an action that already happened. 
In the sentences below, identify if the verb is past or present 
tense. The verb is underlined for you. 

1. Jonah was swallowed by a whale. ___________

2. Daniel stood up for his faith. ____________

3. Joseph tells what dreams mean. 
_________________

4. Jesus loves us. ____________

5. Mary cared for her baby. 
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Instructions: In the last lesson, you recalled verbs from the 
Ancient Adventures book. Now it is time to choose a silly verb to 
complete the sentences below.  Circle the best verb to make the silly 
sentence complete, but watch out! Not all of the choices are verbs. 

1. Calamity Jane __________ her horse so fast she 
was back before she left! (rode, shoe)

2. Wild-Eyed Pete was the meanest pirate to ever 
_________ the seven seas. (grumpy, sail)

3. Clara thought she could teach her dog how to 
_______ his own meals. (cook, eat)
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LESSON

5 Identify Present Tense Verbs
Instructions: You will have to choose the present tense verb 
from the two verbs given.  Remember, present tense verbs 
indicate that the action is happening now.

1. wrote, write

2. work, worked

3. ran, run

4. drank, drink

5. eat, ate
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 Instructions: Below you will have two choices of verbs to 
complete the sentence. Underline the ones that should be used in the 
sentences. 

1. Gideon had to (hide, hid) in a cave. 

2. Dad (helps, helped) me get my cookies 
out of the oven.

3. I am going to (ate, eat) lunch now. 
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LESSON

6 Complete the Sentences:  Past Tense Verbs
Instructions: Past tense verbs show that action has already 
happened.  In this lesson, use your Ancient Adventures book to 
look back and fill in the proper noun to complete each sentence. 

1. Adam and Eve_________in the garden of Eden.

2. Moses _________ the Israelites from slavery in 
Egypt.

3. Jonah was ____________ overboard  into the 
sea.

4. Jonah was _______________ by a whale!

5. Daniel_________ every day, even though the 
king said he should not.

SAVED    PRAYED     LIVED     THROWN    
SWALLOWED

WORD BANK:
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Instructions: The Ancient Adventures book has many past tense 
verbs. This story also uses many past tense verbs.   Complete the 
sentences with past tense verbs.

1. One of my favorite memories  _______ when I 
went to the zoo.

2. I _________ so many cool animals.

3. I ______________ a friendly giraffe.

4. We ___________ a  zoo keeper as he _________ 
the pandas.
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LESSON

7 Mixed Review
 Instructions: You have learned all about verbs. Think back to 
what you have learned to complete the mixed review. 

1. A verb is an ______________ word.

2. Every sentence needs a verb to show the action 
of the ___________.

3. Verbs can be in __________ tense.

4. Verbs can be in __________ tense.

Saved    Prayed     Lived     Thrown    Swallowed

WORD BANK: 

Circle any 
words that 
are verbs in 

this list.

woman

chicken

eating

sleeping 

throwing

cake

truck
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Instructions: In the paragraph below circle only the past tense 
verbs.

Moses was born in Egypt. His mother and 
father were slaves. His mother hid him in a 
basket in the river to save his life. God had 
a plan! A princess found Moses and raised 
him as her own son in the royal palace! 
Moses was given honor and safety. But, he 
couldn’t forget his people. God spoke to 
Moses and told him he must speak for the 
Israelites. Moses must ask the pharaoh to 
set the slaves free. It was hard work. God 
sent many plagues to show the Egyptian 
king that he was wrong for keeping the 
slaves. At last, pharaoh listened. Moses led 
his people to freedom!
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LESSON

8 Mixed Review II
 Instructions: Verbs can be past or present. For example, I can 
say  I wrote a letter, meaning it already happened. I can say I 
write my name. I am doing it now. Complete the table below to 
find the past or present tense verb that completes the set.

Past Present

Wrote Write

Run

Sing 

Played

Dance
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Instructions:  In this table, there are three verb imposters- words 
that are written in the chart that are not really verbs. Identify them 
and cross them out. 

Following Singing Walk

Eating Lightly Push

Poor Pull Girl
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LESSON

9 Verb Scavenger Hunt
 Instructions: In the sentences below, you must find six past 
tense verbs and four present tense verbs That is a total of ten 
items. Circle them as you go. 

1. Queen Esther prayed to God.  

2. I speak to the king.

3. Samson’s hair gives him strength.

4. Jonah ran from God’s plan.

5. Adam did not see the snake as it talked to Eve. 

6. Joshua’s men marched. They blew their horns.

7. Jesus rode on a donkey. The people cheered.

How many past tense verbs did you find? 

How many present tense verbs did you find? 

Total Nouns:                     \10
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 Instructions: In this word search, find the verbs  on the list below. 
You may use a highlighter or circle with a pencil.

WORD SEARCH LIST: 
Prayed   hid   sang   spoke   

rode   cheered   walk

S P R A Y E D C T Y

A O O H A L O H N H

N V D I I T R E F F

G X E D P O K E E T

S A M S O N J R S K

A G A R D E N E C I

B R T Y I O P D Y N

X C B N W A L K I G
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Present tense:  I teach a Bible study.

Present tense sentences:

1.  

2.  

3.  

Past tense: John baptized Jesus. 

Past tense sentences:

1.  

2.  

3.

LESSON

10 Verb Application
Instructions: Every sentence needs to have a verb and a noun. As 
your final lesson, show what you know about creating past tense 
and present tense sentences. You must write three past tense 
sentences and three present tense sentences.  Underline the 
verb/verbs in each sentence. You will get one example of each to 
remind you how the verb tenses are used.
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Instructions: Here are ten verbs that you have seen often 
throughout your Ancient Adventures book and through the course 
of these lessons. But, the letters in these words are all mixed up! 
Unscramble them to spell the verbs correctly.

1.   YARP

2.   WALLOSW    

3.   TEPK  

4.   OLDT  

            5.  RDEO  

             6.  IDH  

              7.  MRACHDE   

               8.  POSEK  

               9.  INSG  

              10. TARPED  
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 Introduction

Fundamentals of Reading Comprehension  

Reading comprehension is one of the more complex skills to 
learn. There are many factors that go into the development 
of reading comprehension, to include expanding vocabulary, 
understanding context, and expansion of knowledge.

For the following lesson, we recommend that you read each 
activity out loud with your child. Have your child stop you if 
they do not understand certain words, and allow them to ask 
questions along the way. 

If your child is already a proficient reader, let them try these 
lessons by themselves!

Comprehend the meaning and content 
of sentences. 

Expanding your child’s vocabulary.

Understanding complete story plots. 

1.
2.

3.

Learning Objectives:

Guiding Questions

1. Who is the main character?
2. What is happening in the story?
3. What is happening with the character?
4. Who do you think will happen next?
5. What does (insert word from story) mean?
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 SUBJECT OF A SENTENCE

• Carefully read each sentence out loud.
• Think about what each sentence means.
• Thank about how the sentence relates to the rest of the story.
• Re-read a sentence if you do not understand it the first time. 
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LESSON

1 Read the Story
Instructions: Read the following short story and answer the 
questions below. 

Adam was the first man created by God. He named all the 
animals big and small. Adam lived in the Garden of Eden, 
God put him in charge of it all. When Adam slept, God 
made Eve. Together they stood, Adam loved Eve and God 
said, “It is good.”

1. Who was the first man created by God?

2. Where did Adam live?

3. When did God make Eve?

4. What did God say?

5. Who named all the animals?
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Instructions: Write your own short story about what you think it 
was like for Adam living in the Garden of Eden.
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LESSON

2 Read the Story
Instructions: Read the following short story and answer the 
questions below. 

Joseph could know the meaning of dreams. He was 
very wise. One day Joseph became a great leader in 
Egypt. He was a good man in God’s eyes.

1. Who is this story about?

2. Where did Joseph become a great leader?

3. Was Joseph wise? 

4. Did God think Joseph was a good man?
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Instructions: Write your own short story about one of the dreams 
you have had. 
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LESSON

3 Read the Story
Instructions: Read the following short story and answer the 
questions below. 

Moses led the Israelites out of Egypt and everyone was full of glee. When 
they were trapped, God made a way through the Red Sea.  

1. Who led the Israelites out of Egypt?

2. Where were they trapped?

3. What do you think happened next?
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 Instructions: Write a short story about all the fish you think they 
would see in the Red Sea.  
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LESSON

4 Read the Story
Instructions: Read the following short story and answer the 
questions below. 

Joshua was strong and courageous. He followed the instructions God 
had planned. He won the battle of Jericho and led God’s people into the 
Promised Land. 

1. Who is the main character?

2. Was he strong and courageous?

3. What happened to him?

4. Where did he lead God’s people?
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 Instructions: Write a short story about what you think you would 
see in the Promised Land.
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LESSON

5 Read the Story
Instructions: Read the following short story and answer the 
questions below.

Jonah was swallowed by a giant whale. Inside, he agreed to do as God had 
planned. He would go deliver God’s message. The whale brought him back 
to dry land. 

1. Who is this story about?

2. What swallowed Jonah?

3. What did God want Jonah to do?

4. How did Jonah get back to dry land?
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Instructions: Write a short story about what you think Jonah saw 
in the whale’s stomach.
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LESSON

6 Read the Story
Instructions: Read the following short story and answer the 
questions below. 

Daniel prayed to God every day and some people did not like that. He was 
thrown into the lion’s den, but God protected him as he sat. 

1. Who is this story about?

2. What happened to Daniel?

3. Why was he put in the lion’s den?

4. Who protected Daniel?
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Instructions: Write a short story about what you would do if you 
had a pet lion. 
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LESSON

7 Read the Story
Instructions: Read the following short story and answer the 
questions below. 

Esther was very brave. At a young age, she became Queen. She asked her 
husband, the King to save the Israelites while she was only 15. 

1. Who is this story about?

2. How old was Esther?

3. What did Esther become?

4. Who did she ask the king to save?
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Instructions: Write a short story about what you would be like as 
a king or queen. 
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LESSON

8 Read the Story
Instructions: Read the following short story and answer the 
questions below. 

Jesus was born in Bethlehem. He is God’s only son. He saved us from 
our sins and our victory has been one. 

1. Who is this story about?

2. Where was Jesus born?

3. What did Jesus do?

4. Who’s is Jesus’s father?
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Instructions: Write a short story about Jesus. 
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LESSON

9 Read the Story
Instructions: Read the following short story and answer the 
questions below. 

Joseph was Mary’s husband. He was an honorable man. Joseph was a very 
skilled carpenter and obeyed God’s plan.

1. Who is this story about?

2. Who is Joseph’s wife?

3. What was he skilled at?

4. Who’s plan did Joseph obey?
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Instructions: Write a short story about Joseph and Jesus.
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LESSON

10 Read the Story
Instructions: Read the following short story and answer the 
questions below. 

1. Who is this story about?

2. Who did Mary love with great care?

3. Who did she praise for His gift?

4. Who was Mary’s son?

Mary was the mother of Jesus. She loved him with great care. She 
praised God for His gift for all the world to share. 
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Instructions: Write a short story about Mary and Jesus. 
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